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Antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) therapeutics are being inves-
tigated for a broad range of neurological diseases. While ASOs
have been effective in the clinic, improving productive ASO
internalization into target cells remains a key area of focus in
the field. Here, we investigated how the delivery of ASO-loaded
lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) affects ASO activity, subcellular
trafficking, and distribution in the brain. We show that ASO-
LNPs increase ASO activity up to 100-fold in cultured primary
brain cells as compared to non-encapsulated ASO. However, in
contrast to the widespread ASO uptake and activity observed
following free ASO delivery in vivo, LNP-delivered ASOs did
not downregulate mRNA levels throughout the brain after in-
tracerebroventricular injection. This lack of activity was likely
due to ASO accumulation in cells lining the ventricles and
blood vessels. Furthermore, we reveal a formulation-dependent
activation of the immune system post dosing, suggesting that
LNP encapsulation cannot mask cellular ASO backbone-medi-
ated toxicities. Together, these data provide insights into how
LNP encapsulation affects ASO distribution as well as activity
in the brain, and a foundation that enables future optimization
of brain-targeting ASO-LNPs.
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INTRODUCTION
The use of oligonucleotides as therapeutic agents has enabled unprec-
edented growth in the development of new treatments for patients
with devastating central nervous system (CNS) disorders. Of the plat-
forms being investigated for use in the brain, antisense oligonucleo-
tides (ASOs) are particularly promising due to their capacity to differ-
entially regulate genes, ability to enter cells without transfection
reagents, and broad brain distribution following injection.1 However,
many basic mechanistic questions regarding ASO internalization,
subcellular trafficking, distribution, and modes of enhancing delivery
remain largely unaddressed.
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ASOs are synthetic, chemically modified single-stranded nucleic acids
ranging from 12 to 30 nucleotides in length. Their structure and
sequence facilitate RNA binding, which promotes ASO design-
dependent changes in gene expression. ASOs with fully modified
sugar rings typically regulate non-degradative mechanisms such
as translational inhibition or alternative splicing.2 For example,
SPINRAZA (nusinersen) induces alternative splicing of SMN2 to pro-
duce functional protein and was approved for the treatment of spinal
muscular atrophy.3 Alternatively, ASO gapmers typically promote
RNase H1 recruitment, which targets RNA for degradation and re-
duces protein expression.2 Recent years have seen a marked increase
in ASO development for the treatment of various neurodegenerative
diseases.4 This trend is partially driven by advances in backbone and
sugar ring modifications that enhance ASO stability, circulation time,
and protein binding.5 Another major advantage of ASOs over other
oligonucleotide platforms is their ability to enter cells and tissues
without the need for delivery vehicles.6 In cell culture models, naked
ASOs are taken up by gymnosis and traffic through the endolysoso-
mal pathway, ultimately destined for accumulation in lysosomes.7

While ASOs are actively endocytosed, only a small fraction of inter-
nalized ASO escapes the endolysosomal system to become effective
for RNA degradation in the cytoplasm or nucleus.8,9 Thus, under-
standing how ASOs traffic within cells and increasing ASO endoso-
mal escape are key for further therapeutic development.

Lipid nanoparticle (LNP) encapsulation can be used to enhance
oligonucleotide delivery and potency.10 LNPs are composed of
four major components—ionizable lipids, helper phospholipids,
cholesterol, and polyethylene glycol-lipids (PEG-lipids)—that can
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be screened in various proportions to create oligonucleotide-particle
formulations with ideal drug delivery properties.11 When optimally
formulated, LNPs not only prevent cargo degradation and increase
circulation time, but can also promote oligonucleotide uptake,
enhance intracellular transport, and facilitate endosomal escape.12

LNPs have historically been used to deliver cell-impenetrable oligo-
nucleotides such as short-interfering RNA (siRNA) and mRNA to a
range of cell types as well as tissues, including the brain. While there
currently are no brain-targeting oligonucleotide-LNP formulations in
the clinic, the potential of siRNA- and mRNA-LNP formulations
were realized upon approval of ONPATTRO and the SARS-CoV-2
vaccines, respectively.13,14 Brain delivery studies to date have focused
on the development of siRNA-LNPs,15,16 with particular emphasis on
creating blood-brain barrier (BBB) penetrant formulations.17–19

Accordingly, little is known about how encapsulating ASOs in
LNPs affects ASO activity, delivery, and distribution in the brain.
Furthermore, whether LNP encapsulation prevents ASO-mediated
immune stimulation and inflammation has not been actively investi-
gated.20,21 As ASOs are currently delivered at high doses intrathecally
(i.t.) in patients, a comprehensive study examining the impact of LNP
delivery on ASO cellular uptake, trafficking, and potency in biologi-
cally relevant CNS cell types would be invaluable for advancing
ASO delivery strategies.

Here, we investigated how LNP delivery affects ASO trafficking, activ-
ity, and distribution in the brain. We found that ASO potency was
dramatically increased in four CNS cell types in vitro after LNP
encapsulation using a formulation optimized for neuronal siRNA
delivery. This enhancement was mediated by a cell-type-specific
decrease in lysosomal trafficking or enhanced uptake. We then
screened ASO-LNP formulations containing unique combinations
of ionizable and PEG-lipids in cells, and selected top-performing
candidates for injection in mice. ASO delivery via both gymnosis
and LNPs triggered an ASO-mediated microgliosis response that
was evident by increased Iba1 signal and transcriptional activation
of inflammatory pathways in the brain. These data indicate that
ASO backbone toxicities are not easily masked by LNP encapsulation.
While ASO-LNPs were internalized in a formulation-dependent
manner, mRNA transcript levels were not downregulated in bulk
brain tissue. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) and immunoelectron
microscopy (immuno-EM) analysis of fixed brain samples revealed
that this inactivity was likely due to changes in cellular ASO distribu-
tion within the tissue. While gymnotically internalized ASO was
distributed broadly throughout the brain, LNP-delivered ASOs accu-
mulated in cells lining the blood vessels and ventricles. Together,
these data provide a framework for understanding how LNP encap-
sulation affects ASO brain delivery and reveal challenges in using
ASO-LNPs for treating neurodegenerative disorders.

RESULTS
Gymnotic TA1 delivery promotes mRNA knockdown in major

brain cell types

The development of ASO therapies for the treatment of CNS
disorders has focused on optimizing ASO delivery in the absence of
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carriers or conjugation, termed gymnosis. While these studies have
been vital to translating ASO therapeutics into the clinic, a compre-
hensive study examining how delivery vehicles impact ASO function
is lacking. Thus, we focused this study on determining how ASO
cellular internalization, trafficking, and distribution affect mRNA
knockdown activity, and whether LNP encapsulation differentially
regulates these processes. We utilized two TMEM106b-targeting
ASOs, TA1 and TA2, as tool compounds. While these ASOs have
similar potencies in vitro and in vivo (Figures S1A and S1B), TA2 is
moderately toxic in vivowithmice showing amild reduction inmove-
ment corresponding to an acute toxicity score of two and modest
weight loss (Figures S1C and S1D). Thus, we utilized TA1 to examine
how ASO gymnosis correlates with cell-type-specific activity in mice,
and TA2 to test how LNP delivery affects ASO activity and backbone-
mediated toxicities in vivo.

We first examined gymnotic ASO distribution and activity in the
brain following a single intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) bolus injection
of saline or 100 mg TA1 in mice (Figures 1A–1J). Treated mice toler-
ated TA1 well post-administration with normal grooming behaviors
noted, mild lethargy observed, and normal weight gain measured
relative to saline-injected animals (Figures 1B and 1C). We then char-
acterized the distribution of TA1 in the brain by immunofluorescence
(IF) using an anti-ASO antibody recognizing the phosphorothioate
backbone (Figures 1D and 1E). As expected, TA1 distributed
throughout the brain quickly with broad ASO distribution observed
2 days post injection (Figure 1D). In addition, TA1 colocalized with
both neurons and glial cells 14 days post injection, indicating that
ASO was internalized and maintained in multiple CNS cell types
throughout the duration of this study (Figures 1E and S1E). These
data are consistent with previous studies showing that locked nucleic
acid (LNA)-ASOs are stable, which correlates with a long half-life in
mouse tissues.22 To assess whether cellular ASO internalization
correlates with ASO activity, we coupled fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS) with qRT-PCR gene expression analysis. Fourteen
days post i.c.v. injection of saline or TA1 (100 mg), we FACS sorted
pure populations of neurons, microglia, and astrocytes using NeuN,
CD11b, and GFAP as cell-type-specific markers, respectively, and
compared TMEM106b mRNA expression levels with unsorted brain
samples (Figure 1F, final gates shown). qRT-PCR analysis on un-
sorted cells revealed that TMEM106b mRNA was reduced by 73%
following bolus injection (Figure 1G). While TMEM106b mRNA
expression was similarly reduced in sorted neuron and astrocyte sam-
ples (53% vs. 49%, respectively), microglia showed a trend of
increased ASO activity with a 65% reduction in mRNA measured
(Figures 1H–1J). Taken together, these results show that gymnotic
ASO delivery leads to long-lasting, widespread ASO distribution
and the concomitant reduction of mRNA transcript levels in all major
brain cell types in vivo.

Gymnotic TA2 delivery leads to efficient mRNA knockdown in

primary cortical neurons, microglia, astrocytes, and OPCs

To further understand the mechanisms underlying free ASO uptake
and trafficking in the brain, we cultured and assayed TA2-treated
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Figure 1. ASOs taken up via gymnosis are active in

neurons, microglia, and astrocytes following i.c.v.

injection

(A) C57BL/6N mice were i.c.v. injected with saline or

100 mg TA1, and analyzed over 14 days. Illustration

created using BioRender.com. (B) Acute toxicity 1 h post

injection. (C) Percent body weight change normalized to

day 0, showing no acute toxicity over the course of the

experiment. Error bars cannot be visualized as plotted. (D

and E) Representative IF images of brain sections stained

for TA1. (D) Coronal brain section stained 2 days post

injection of 100 mg TA1. Scale bars, 2 mm and 500 mm

(inset). (E) TA1 colocalizes with NeuN (left) as well as Iba1

(right) 14 days post injection of 100 mg TA1. Scale bars,

100 mm. (F–J) Neurons, microglia, and astrocytes were

FACS sorted and analyzed for TMEM106b mRNA

expression levels 14 days post saline (n = 4) or TA1

(100 mg, n = 4) i.c.v. injection. (F) Gating strategy for cell-

specific FACS sorting. (G–J) Relative TMEM106b mRNA

expression levels in unsorted brain (G), and sorted neu-

rons (H), microglia (I), or astrocytes (J) as assessed by

qRT-PCR. Data were normalized to actin- and saline-

treated samples. For all panels, mean ± SEM are shown.

Unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test, **p < 0.01,

***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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primary murine cortical neurons, microglia, astrocytes, and oligoden-
drocyte precursor cells (OPCs). qRT-PCR analysis of TMEM106b
transcript levels revealed TA2 (10 mM) specifically targeted and
reduced TMEM106b mRNA expression in all CNS cell types exam-
ined after 3 days of treatment as compared to non-targeting ASO
NC1 (Figure 2A). Furthermore, TA2 activity was dose- and time-
dependent, with microglia being the most sensitive to TA2
(Figures 2B and 2C). These data are consistent with our in vivo find-
ings, and support the use of in vitro primary cell culture model sys-
tems to study ASO cellular uptake and activity. To determine where
ASO localizes after free uptake, we treated cells with a high dose
(EC90-95) of TA2 for 3 days and analyzed ASO localization by IF us-
ing an anti-ASO antibody (Figures 2D and S1F). TA2 localized in
discrete intracellular puncta resembling endolysosomal vesicles in
all cell types examined. While TA2 puncta were predominantly clus-
tered perinuclear in microglia and astrocytes, OPCs had more uni-
formly distributed ASO signal. Interestingly, TA2-positive vesicles
Molecular T
were found in neuronal cell bodies and den-
drites with only little accumulation observed
in axons. Given that ASO therapeutics are
used for a broad range of neurodegenerative dis-
ease models, we next asked whether modulating
cellular activity affects ASO potency (Figures
2E–2J). Neurons were pre-treated with bicucul-
line, tetrodotoxin (TTX), potassium chloride
(KCl), or glutamate before TA2 addition at
increasing doses. We then assessed TMEM106b
expression after 3 days of TA2 treatment to
evaluate potential changes in dose-response.
However, no dramatic change in TA2 potency was observed when
compared with non-treated neurons (Figures 2E–2H). Interestingly,
there was also little change in TA2 dose-response in microglia after
M1 or M2 polarization with either LPS or IL-4+IL-13 treatment,
respectively (Figures 2I and 2J). In addition, microglia were not acti-
vated after NC1 or TA2 treatment as measured using Luminex cyto-
kine release panels (Figure S2). These data reveal that ASO potency
may be mostly regulated by cell type rather than cellular activity or
polarization state.

LNP delivery increases TA2 potency in primary cultured CNS

cells

We next examined how LNP encapsulation affects TA2 activity and
trafficking in vitro in primary cortical neurons, microglia, astrocytes,
and OPCs. As these cell types are notoriously difficult to transfect, we
modified a formulation system optimized for neuronal siRNA deliv-
ery—the Neuro9 siRNA Spark Kit from Precision Nanosystems—to
herapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023 775
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Figure 2. LNP delivery increases ASO potency in murine primary CNS cell cultures

(A–C) TMEM106b mRNA expression in cortical neurons (teal), microglia (burgundy), astrocytes (blue), and OPCs (salmon) as assessed by qRT-PCR. (A) Cells were treated

with 10 mM NC1 or TA2, and TMEM106b mRNA expression was analyzed after 3 days. (B) Dose-response curves analyzing TMEM106b mRNA expression after 3 days of

TA2 treatment. (C) TMEM106bmRNA expression after 0, 4, 8, 16, 24, 48, 72, 144, and 192 h of treatment with 500 nM TA2. (D) Representative z-projection IF images of cells

treated with 5 mMTA2 for 3 days (EC90-95). Scale bars, 25 mm. (E–H) TA2 dose-response curves generated in neurons treated for 3 days with 20 mMbicuculline (E), 1 mMTTX

(F), 5 mMKCl (G), or 5 mMglutamate (H) and compared with non-treated (NT) cultures (teal). (I and J) TA2 dose-response curves generated in microglia treated for 3 days with

1� LPS (I) or 20 ng/mL IL-4+IL-13 (J) and compared with NT cultures (burgundy). (K) Cells were treated with 2, 4, 20, 100, and 500 nM TA2-LNPs (dashed) and compared

(legend continued on next page)
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increase the probability of producing active ASO-LNP particles.
We replaced siRNA throughout the protocol with equimolar ASO
concentrations and formulated ASO-LNPs using the Spark
NanoAssemblr, which utilizes a microfluidic laminar mixing proced-
ure to produce homogeneous LNPs. Despite this formulation mixture
being optimized specifically for neuronal delivery, we observed
dramatically increased TA2 potency with ASO-LNPs as compared
to gymnosis in all CNS cell types studied after 3 days of treatment
(Figure 2K). TMEM106b mRNA levels remained stable after treat-
ment with empty LNPs (Figure S3A), suggesting that the observed
response was mediated by TA2 encapsulation and not the presence
of external lipids. While LNPs increased TA2-mediated gene
silencing, TA2 localization 3 days after LNP delivery showed a very
similar intracellular punctate pattern to TA2 delivered via gymnosis
(Figures 2L and S1F). These results demonstrate that LNPs can be
used as an efficient method to increase ASO potency and mRNA
knockdown in major CNS cell types in vitro.

LNPs increase TA2 potency in vitro by decreasing lysosomal

trafficking or increasing ASO uptake

To further understand themechanisms underlying LNP-mediated in-
creases in ASO potency, we investigated ASO uptake and localization
in primary CNS cell cultures. We first compared TA2 localization
along the endolysosomal pathway after gymnosis or LNP delivery us-
ing IF. We treated CNS cell types with TA2 or TA2-LNPs at EC90-95
for 3 days to ensure that internalized ASO could be detected by anti-
ASO antibodies, and analyzed the degree of ASO colocalization with
endolysosomal compartments—early endosomes, late endosomes/ly-
sosomes, as well as recycling endosomes as labeled by EEA1, LAMP1,
and GRASP1, respectively—using Mander’s coefficients that range
from zero (no colocalization) to one (full colocalization)
(Figures 3A–3E). After 3 days of gymnotic delivery, TA2 associated
strongly with LAMP1-positive vesicles in all cell types (M = 0.68
for neurons, 0.72 for microglia, 0.82 for astrocytes, and 0.72 for
OPCs) (Figures 3B–3E). These data agree with previous studies
showing that ASOs traffic to lysosomes within a few hours after gym-
nosis and accumulate in these compartments over time.7 Interest-
ingly, TA2-LAMP1 colocalization was dramatically decreased
following LNP delivery in neurons, astrocytes, and OPCs after
3 days (Figures 3B, 3D, and 3E), suggesting there is an inverse corre-
lation between ASO potency (Figure 2K) and late endosome/lyso-
somal accumulation in these specific cell types. In contrast, microglia
showed no delivery-dependent difference in TA2-LAMP1 accumula-
tion (Figure 3C), suggesting that LNP delivery has a unique effect on
ASO activity in these cells. While out of the scope of this study, exam-
ining ASO trafficking at earlier timepoints could provide additional
insights into why ASO potency increases in cells treated with
ASO-LNPs. We next asked whether ASO localization within
LAMP1-positive vesicles could explain LNP-mediated enhancements
with gymnosis controls (solid), showing increased potency with LNP delivery. TMEM1

z-projection IF images of cells treated with 100 nM TA2-LNPs for 3 days (EC90-95). Scal

500, 2,500, 5,000, and 10,000 nM TA2. All mRNA expression data were normalized to G

experiments were completed in triplicate, mean ± SEM are shown.
in ASO activity. However, there was no detectable change in ASO
puncta localization within or on LAMP1-positive membranes after
LNP delivery in microglia or cortical neurons (Figure 3F). To deter-
mine whether changes in ASO uptake may regulate ASO potency, we
measured internalized TA2 concentrations in microglia and neurons
24 h following gymnosis or LNP delivery using modified oligonucle-
otide ligation PCR (MOL-PCR) (Figure 3G). MOL-PCR quantifies
the concentration of ASO in a sample using a synthetic ASO-binding
DNA ligation probe that is amplified and compared with a reference
standard curve. LNP delivery increased internalized ASO concentra-
tions 3-fold over gymnosis in microglia, while neurons internalized
the same amount of TA2 during both delivery methods (Figure 3G).
Taken together, these findings suggest that the mechanism ASO-
LNPs use to increase potency is CNS cell-type-specific and facilitated
by increased ASO uptake in microglia or decreased lysosomal traf-
ficking in neurons. These data are consistent with previous work
showing that mRNA-LNP efficacy is dependent on both uptake
efficiency and changes in endolysosomal trafficking, which is formu-
lation-dependent.23

Unique ASO-LNP formulations differentially modulate ASO

activity in vitro

As ASO-LNPs proved to be a valuable tool for increasing ASO po-
tency in culture, we next sought to determine the translatability of
these results in vivo. Scaling up the previously characterized formula-
tion was not feasible as it was designed and optimized for cell culture
use, so we prepared six TA2-LNPs at physiologically relevant ASO
concentrations for in vitro characterization before administration in
mice. In particular, we assessed LNPs containing unique combina-
tions of ionizable and PEG-lipids as these two components are vital
for cargo release at endosomal pH and prolonging in vivo LNP circu-
lation time, respectively (Figures 4A and S3B). The six TA2-LNPs
were then screened for TMEM106b mRNA suppression in our
in vitro primary CNS cell culture systems to determine which ASO-
LNPs were active (Figures 4B and 4C). While formulations 2–5 did
not alter TMEM106bmRNA levels in neurons or microglia 24 h after
treatment as compared to gymnosis, formulations 1 (GenVoy-ILM)
and 6 (MC3 with 2% DMG-PEG lipids) significantly increased
ASO potency. These data were reproduced at a higher dose, validating
the enhanced activity of these ASO-LNPs (Figures S3C and S3D). We
next characterized mRNA degradation dynamics in microglia and
neurons treated with formulations 1 or 6, hereafter named GenVoy
and MC3, respectively. As expected, TMEM106b expression
decreased exponentially over time following treatment with 200 nM
TA2-GenVoy or TA2-MC3, and both LNP formulations were more
potent than TA2 alone (Figures S3E and S3F). TMEM106b mRNA
levels remained stable after treatment with empty LNPs (dashed
lines), suggesting that the observed response was mediated by TA2
encapsulation. As TA2-GenVoy and TA2-MC3 were both active
06b mRNA expression was analyzed by qRT-PCR after 3 days. (L) Representative

e bars, 25 mm. Gymnosis dose-response curves were generated using 2, 4, 20, 100,

APDH- and PBS-treated control cells. Three internal replicates were averaged and
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Figure 3. LNP uptake differentially affects ASO delivery and trafficking in primary CNS cells

(A) Representative z-projection IF images of cortical neurons,microglia, astrocytes, andOPCs treated for 3 dayswith 5 mMTA2 or 100 nM TA2-LNPs (EC90-95) showing ASO

localization (green) with endolysosomal markers EEA1, LAMP1, and GRASP1 (red). Scale bars, 10 mm and 5 mm (inset). (B–E) Mean Mander’s coefficients quantifying the

fraction of overlap/colocalization between TA2 and EEA1, LAMP1, or GRASP1 after 3 days of gymnosis (solid) or LNP delivery (checked) in cortical neurons (B), microglia (C),

astrocytes (D), or OPCs (E). ASO signal within and on the membrane was analyzed from single-plane manually thresholded images. Unpaired two-tailed Mann-Whitney test,

****p < 0.0001. (F) Representative 2D deconvolved IF images showing ASO colocalization with LAMP1 in cortical neurons (left) andmicroglia (right) after 3 days of gymnosis or

LNP delivery. Scale bars, 2 mm. (G) Internalized TA2 concentrations in cortical neurons and microglia after gymnosis or ASO-LNP delivery as determined by MOL-PCR. Cells

were treated with 100 nM final ASO concentration for 24 h, mean ± SEM are shown (n = 3). Unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test, ***p < 0.001.
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Figure 4. ASO-LNPs induce gliosis in mice following i.c.v. injection

(A) TA2-LNP formulations screened for TMEM106bmRNA regulation in vitro. (B and C) TMEM106bmRNA expression in cortical neurons (B) and microglia (C) as determined

by qRT-PCR. Cells were treated with 20 nM TA2 (leftmost bar) or TA2-LNP formulations (1–6) for 24 h. Data were normalized to GAPDH- and PBS-treated control cells. Three

internal replicates were averaged and the experiments were completed in triplicate. One-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons Dunnett’s test (TA2 control), *p < 0.03,

**p < 0.002, ***p < 0.0002. (D) Representative cryo-EM images of unloaded, and TA2-loaded GenVoy (formulation 1) and MC3 (formulation 6) LNPs showing the internal

structures of the formulations selected for in vivo delivery. Scale bars, 200 nm. (E and F) Particle sizes (E) and polydispersity measurements (F) of unloaded and TA2-loaded

LNPs as determined by dynamic light scattering. (G) C57BL/6N mice were i.c.v. injected with saline (n = 6), TA2 (100 or 25 mg, n = 6 per group), TA2-LNPs (25 mg, n = 6 per

group), or empty LNPs (n = 3 per group) and analyzed over 14 days. Illustration created using BioRender.com. (H) Acute toxicity 1 h post injection. (I) Percent body weight

change normalized to day 0. GenVoy-treated groups showed signs of toxicity and weremonitored closely post injection. Onemouse in the TA2-GenVoy group did not survive

the duration of the experiment. (J) Representative Iba1 IHC images from brain sections obtained 14 days post i.c.v. injection. Scale bars, 500 mm. (K and L) IHC quantification

for total (K) and clustered (L) Iba1 signals. For all in vivo statistical analyses, one-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons Dunnett’s test (saline control) was used, *p < 0.03,

**p < 0.002, ***p < 0.0002, ****p < 0.0001. Individual group comparisons (empty vs. TA2-loaded LNPs) were analyzed using unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test, *p < 0.05.

For all panels, mean ± SEM are shown and the 100 mg TA2 dose is represented by bold font.
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in vitro, we next characterized the physicochemical properties of
these formulations before in vivo administration. We scaled up the
formulations and analyzed LNP characteristics using cryoelectron
microscopy (cryo-EM) (Figure 4D). Cryo-EM analyses revealed
that the unloaded and TA2-loaded LNP samples were monodisperse,
containing similar size distributions. Furthermore, all formulations
had internal multilamellar stacks as expected. Supporting these
cryo-EM findings, dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements
confirmed that the LNPs had similar diameters and polydispersity
indices (Figures 4E and 4F). Given that these LNP formulations
enhanced ASO activity in primary CNS cells in vitro and had
desirable physicochemical characteristics, these particles were moved
forward for further characterization in mice.

TA2 and TA2-LNPs induce microglia cell activation in vivo

We next administered a single i.c.v. bolus injection of free TA2 or
TA2-LNPs to evaluate delivery-dependent ASO activity and distribu-
tion in the CNS (Figure 4G). Our pilot studies showed that free TA2
reduces TMEM106b mRNA expression in the brain by �60% when
delivered at high doses (100 mg) while concomitantly inducing acute
toxicity post injection as well as mild weight loss in some animals
(Figures S1B–S1D). Thus, to test whether LNP encapsulation in-
creases ASO potency and mitigates ASO-mediated toxicity, we
administered free TA2 and TA2-LNPs at a low dose (25 mg) in addi-
tion to dosing a group of mice with 100 mg free TA2 as a control. The
mice tolerated the administered doses well in the hours post injection
with little acute toxicity observed (Figure 4H). However, the mice
dosed with TA2-loaded GenVoy LNPs had a lack of appetite, were
hunched, and intermittently tremored in the days following injection.
These mice lost 15% of their total body weight within a few days,
which wasmaintained for the duration of the 14 day study (Figure 4I).
We stained brain sections for Iba1 to examine gliosis as a potential
explanation for these observations 14 days post dosing (Figure 4J,
hippocampus shown). Iba1 IHC analyses on hemibrain coronal brain
sections showed that both free TA2 (100 mg) and TA2-GenVoy
(25 mg) activated microglia dramatically, despite being dosed at
4-fold different TA2 concentrations (Figures 4K and 4L). TA2-
GenVoy also increased both total and clustered lysosomal CD68
levels (Figures S3G and S3H), confirming the microgliosis phenotype
in these mice. This induction of microgliosis could not be fully
explained by potential lipid toxicities as unloaded LNPs had no signif-
icant effect on total or clustered Iba1 and CD68 signals. Interestingly,
while TA2-GenVoy administration activated microglia, TA2-MC3
did not alter microgliosis significantly above saline or unloaded
MC3 control levels suggesting that this phenotype was formulation-
dependent. To further examine this phenomenon, we assayed cyto-
kine release from primary microglia cultures treated for 1 or 3 days
with unloaded or TA2-loaded LNPs using Luminex (Figures S4A
and S4B), and compared the results with release profiles obtained
from free ASO-treated cultures (Figures S2A and S2B). While there
was no induction of cytokine release from microglia treated with
free ASOs, TA2-LNPs differentially induced microglia activation.
Specifically, TA2-GenVoy-treated microglia released multiple proin-
flammatory cytokines during the 3 days of exposure; however, TA2-
780 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023
MC3-treated microglia did not (Figure S4B). These data are consis-
tent with our observations in mice, suggesting that screening cytokine
release from ASO-LNP-treated microglia could eliminate immunos-
timulatory formulations before in vivo administration.

In vivo transcriptomics reveals inflammatory profiles in

response to TA2 and TA2-LNPs

We next investigated the transcriptomic changes associated with free
TA2, unloaded LNP, and TA2-LNP administration in the brain. We
first assessed delivery-induced transcriptome effects as compared to
saline-injected animals (Figures 5A, 5B, and S5A–S5D). Both TA2-
GenVoy andTA2-MC3 induced large, genome-wide (FDR<0.05) tran-
scriptional responses in the brain 2 weeks post injection (Figures S5C
and S5D). Free TA2 administration also resulted in a similar scale of
transcriptional response when dosed at 100 mg (Figures 5A and S5E).
Gene ontology (GO) analyses revealed a significant (FWER < 0.1)
enrichment for immune response terms, which was less pronounced
in animals administered free TA2 (25 mg) or unloaded LNPs (Fig-
ure S5F). As treatment with unloaded LNPs resulted in a transcriptomic
response in the brain (Figures S5A and S5B), we next used the matched
delivery vehicle as the control for each comparison—saline for free TA2
and the respective unloaded particles for both TA2-LNPs—to directly
assess the impact of TA2 (Figure 5). For all comparisons, the
genome-wide profile was primarily defined by increased gene expres-
sion. Free TA2, TA2-GenVoy, and TA2-MC3 dosed at 25 mg ASO re-
sulted in a smaller genome-wide differential gene expression profile
than the higher (100 mg) free TA2 dose (Figures 5A–5F). Despite the
similarities in scale from the genome-wide perspective, the specific
gene sets significantly (p< 0.05) altered byTA2-LNPsweremore similar
to the higher free TA2 dose, and this was more pronounced in TA2-
GenVoy than TA2-MC3 (Figures 5G–5K). Free TA2 (100 mg) and
TA2-GenVoy both resulted in a significant increase in the expression
of microglial genes. These data are consistent with our IHC results
showing that TA2 promotes brain microgliosis in free TA2 (100 mg)-
and TA2-GenVoy-dosed animals (Figures 4K and 4L). Interferon-
related genes were also significantly increased in all samples, including
the 20-50-oligoadenylate synthetase (OAS) enzymes. The OAS enzymes
are interferon-inducible sensors of cytosolic double-stranded RNA,
which synthesize secondary messengers that activate RNase L in order
to degrade viral RNA.24Also relevant to the detection of viral RNAwere
genes related to trafficking andprocessing of endosomalToll-like recep-
tors (TLRs), whichwere upregulated in all formulations except for TA2-
MC3. Endosomal TLRs function as sensors of non-self nucleic acids25

and TLR7 is involved in the recognition of single-stranded viral
RNA.26 Nucleic acid-sensing TLRs are also present in the lysosome
and lysosomal genes were significantly increased in both free TA2
(100mg) andTA2-Genvoy.While there was a clear TA2-dependent up-
regulation of similar gene sets across all TA2-injected animals, suggest-
ing that ASO was successfully delivered to the tissue, in particular free
TA2 (100 mg) and TA2-GenVoy, TMEM106b mRNA only showed a
genome-wide significant (FDR < 0.05) decrease in the 100 mg TA2
dose (Figure 5L). Together, these results suggest that TA2 ASO, not
TMEM106b knockdown, results in an immune response related to
the detection of non-host RNA both after gymnosis and LNP delivery.
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Figure 5. Transcriptomic analysis characterizing ASO-LNP-mediated gliosis

(A–D) Volcano plots of differential gene expression profiles from pairwise comparisons of TA2 (100 mg) vs. saline (A), TA2 (25 mg) vs. saline (B), TA2-GenVoy(1) vs. GenVoy(1)

(C), and TA2-MC3(6) vs. MC3(6) (D). Red dots represent FDR < 0.05 and absolute log fold change (logFC) > 1, blue dots represent FDR < 0.05 and absolute logFC < 1, green

dots represent FDR > 0.05 and absolute logFC > 1, and gray dots represent FDR > 0.05 and absolute logFC < 1. (E) UpSet plot of direction stratified overlaps between

significant (FDR < 0.05 and absolute logFC > 1) differentially expressed genes (DEGs) from all pairwise comparisons. (F) Heatmap of hierarchical clustering analysis of

significant (FDR < 0.05 and absolute logFC > 1) DEGs from all pairwise comparisons. (G–K) Gene set scores and select genes for microglia (G), interferon (H), OAS antiviral

response (I), trafficking and processing of endosomal TLR (J), and lysosome (K). (L) TMEM106bmRNA expression levels. Gene set score comparisons were analyzed using

unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test, *p < 0.05. Individual gene comparisons were calculated using voom-limma, *FDR < 0.05.
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Figure 6. ASOs have formulation-dependent brain

distribution following i.c.v. injection

(A) TMEM106b mRNA expression levels 14 days post

i.c.v. injection as assessed by qRT-PCR. Data were

normalized to GAPDH- and saline-treated controls.

One-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons Dunnett’s

test (saline control), **p < 0.002, ****p < 0.0001. (B)

Internalized TA2 concentration 14 days post i.c.v.

injection as determined by MOL-PCR. (C and D)

Representative anti-ASO IHC brain sections of free TA2

(100 mg)- or TA2-GenVoy(1) (25 mg)-treated animals

4 days following i.c.v. injection. (C) Hemibrain sections

stained for TA2 (red staining). Scale bars, 2,000 mm.

(D) TA2 IHC staining showing ASO accumulation in

piriform cortical neurons, endothelial cells, and the

choroid plexus (red staining). Scale bars, 20 mm. (E)

Representative cryo-SEM images showing subcellular

TA2 localization, red arrows, in piriform cortical neurons,

endothelial cells, and ciliated ependymal cells 4 days

after administration. Scale bars, 1 mm. (F) Representative

cryo-SEM images showing TA2 localization in

macrophages lining the ventricle 4 days following TA2-

GenVoy(1) administration, red circles. Scale bars, 2 mm.

For all panels, mean ± SEM are shown and the 100 mg

TA2 dose is represented by bold font.
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TA2-LNP delivery reduces mRNA knockdown in vivo

Despite observing an ASO-mediated microgliosis response following
both TA2 gymnosis and LNP delivery, our transcriptomic analysis of
TA2- and TA2-LNP-treated brains revealed that TMEM106b tran-
script levels only decreased in animals dosed with 100 mg free TA2
(Figure 5L). As these results were unexpected, we next sought to
confirm these findings by specifically analyzing TMEM106b mRNA
levels in bulk brain tissue using qRT-PCR (Figure 6A). While both
free TA2 doses triggered a concentration-dependent decrease in
TMEM106b transcript levels 14 days after administration, no signifi-
cant change was observed in TA2-LNP-treated animals. However,
MOL-PCR analyses detected ASO in the brain for all TA2-containing
formulations studied (Figure 6B), which supported our Iba1 IHC and
transcriptomic results. In particular, animals dosed with 25 mg free
782 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023
TA2 or TA2-GenVoy had similar ASO accumu-
lation in bulk brain tissue despite having
different TMEM106b mRNA expression levels
(Figures 6A and 6B). Our previous results using
TA1 revealed that widespread ASO brain distri-
bution correlates with TMEM106b mRNA
depletion in CNS cell types (Figure 1). Thus,
these data suggest that changes in ASO tissue
distribution may explain the lack of TA2-LNP
activity in bulk brain tissue readouts.

TA2-LNP concentrates in cells lining the

ventricles and blood vessels in vivo

To better understand how delivery affects tis-
sue- and cell-type-specific ASO distributions
in the CNS, we next examined TA2 localization in the brain. We
compared free TA2 (100 mg)- and TA2-GenVoy (25 mg)-dosed ani-
mals as these treatments had differential TMEM106b mRNA expres-
sion levels 14 days post injection, yet both showed a TA2-dependent
induction of microgliosis despite being administered at 4-fold
different ASO concentrations. Tissues were analyzed 4 days following
injection to ensure maximum TA2 retention in the brain. First, we
performed anti-ASO IHC to determine the specific CNS cell types
that internalize TA2 via gymnosis and LNP delivery (Figures 6C,
6D, and S6A). When dosed at 100 mg free TA2, gymnotic uptake
was observed in multiple cell types as indicated by broad ASO stain-
ing throughout the brain (Figure 6C). A robust TA2 signal was seen in
neuronal cell populations across the tissue including in the hippo-
campus and cortex. However, astrocytes and microglia are also
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present in these brain regions and thus may also contribute to some of
the ASO-containing cellular signal. Endothelial and ependymal cells
in the choroid plexus also had ASO accumulation (Figure 6D). This
strong ASO staining pattern is consistent with our earlier results
revealing that free TA1 (100 mg) administration promotes widespread
ASO distribution and TMEM106bmRNA knockdown in major CNS
cell types (Figure 1). In contrast, ASO signal following TA2-GenVoy
dosing did not penetrate widely throughout the brain tissue, but was
instead enriched in the cells lining the ventricles and blood vessels
(Figure 6C).While both deliverymethods had appreciable ASO signal
within hippocampal and cortical neurons, TA2-GenVoy sections
showed preferential TA2 accumulation in ependymal cells, endothe-
lial cells, and pericytes (Figure 6D). These data suggest that in vivo
LNP delivery prevents ASO accumulation into cells outside of the
ventricles and blood vessels, which likely accounts for the lack of
widespread ASO activity in TA2-LNP-treated animals.

TA2 accumulates in phagosomes and endolysosomes in vivo

To better understand how delivery-mediated ASO distribution differ-
ences correlate with subcellular ASO accumulations in CNS cells
in vivo, we next examined TA2 subcellular localization using anti-
ASO immuno-EM 4 days after injection. Based on our IHC results,
we focused our analysis on three key brain regions that had delivery-
and concentration-independent ASO accumulation—a representa-
tive layer of piriform cortical neurons, endothelial cells lining blood
vessels, and ependymal cells in the ventricle as well as the choroid
plexus (Figures 6E, 6F, and S6B). Single gold-labeled TA2 particles
were readily detected in all brain regions examined, as expected.
For both delivery methods, subcellular TA2 molecules localized
mainly to membrane-bound endolysosomal vesicles with little accu-
mulation observed in the cytoplasm or nucleus (Figure 6E). These
data support our in vitro colocalization data and previous studies
showing that oligonucleotides quickly traffic through the endolysoso-
mal pathway after gymnotic or LNP-mediated internalization, and
suggest that few molecules escape these compartments.7–9,27 Overall,
ASO-positive vesicles were more frequently observed after gymnosis,
likely due to the 4-fold increase in dose; however, TA2 could also be
detected in similar structures following LNP delivery (Figure 6E).
These data align with our previous findings showing that high free
ASO doses promote greater uptake into the brain (Figures 6B and
6C). While this phenomenon was consistent across most CNS cell
types examined, we found non-ciliated macrophages lining the ven-
tricles in TA2-GenVoy-dosed animals (Figure S6B). Not only were
these cells more prevalent in TA2-GenVoy sections, they also con-
tained large subcellular TA2-filled vacuoles resembling phagosomes
(Figure 6F, red circles). These data suggest that macrophages may
be recruited and activated following exposure to specific ASO-LNP
formulations, which may promote ASO internalization, increase sub-
cellular ASO accumulation, and could be responsible for triggering
the inflammatory response observed in TA2-GenVoy-treated brains.

DISCUSSION
The development of ASO therapies to treat neurodegenerative dis-
eases has increased.4 While ASOs have been successful in the clinic,28
they require i.t. injections to cross the BBB and enter the tissue. How-
ever, ASOs also accumulate in other organs following cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) administration. This off-target delivery reduces ASO ac-
tivity (or concentration) in the brain and contributes to toxicity.29

Accordingly, ASO delivery advancements that reduce ASO dosing,
increase efficiency, and promote tissue-specific targeting would in-
crease patient well-being. Here, we perform a comprehensive study
analyzing ASO trafficking, distribution, and potency in the brain
following two commonly used delivery methods—gymnosis and
LNP encapsulation.
ASO gymnosis promotes efficient mRNA knockdown in CNS

cells in vitro and in vivo

To date, ASOdevelopment has focused on optimizing gymnotic deliv-
ery, which promotes broadASOdistribution and activity in the brain.1

In this study, we utilized TMEM106b-targeting LNA ASOs, TA1 and
TA2, to probe the mechanisms underlying ASO activity. TMEM106b
is a lysosomal protein implicated as a riskmodifier for FTLD-TDP30,31

and the C-terminal fragment forms amyloid fibrils in neurodegenera-
tive diseases.32,33 Thus, understanding TMEM106b0s role in disease
and regulating its expression may be efficacious. We reveal that free
TMEM106b ASOs are active in vitro and in vivo. Specifically, ASO
gymnosis correlates with robust mRNA degradation in neurons, mi-
croglia, astrocytes, andOPCs. These studies corroborate data showing
that an MOEMalat1 ASO is active in major CNS cell types following
i.c.v. administration in mice.34 These results reveal that ASO distribu-
tion and activity are target- and chemistry-independent. Furthermore,
we show neuronal and microglia activity modulators do not affect
ASO potency. Neurodegenerative diseases lead to cellular dysfunction
and activity changes.35 Thus, our results suggest that gymnotically
internalized ASOs are well-suited to treat neurological diseases that
manifest in unique CNS cell types and brain regions. These data also
support clinical work showing that ASOs modulate disease pathology
in many neurodegenerative model systems.3,36,37
LNP encapsulation robustly increases ASO activity in CNS cell

types in vitro

We also assessed how LNP delivery affects ASO activity. Historically,
LNP research has focused on delivering cell-impermeable oligonucle-
otides. However, a renewed effort to utilize LNPs has emerged with
the clinical success of ONPATTRO13 and the SARS-CoV-2 vac-
cines.14 Recent work shows that ASO-, siRNA-, and mRNA-LNPs
have unique formulation and delivery challenges.38 Despite these
obstacles, ASO-LNPs are efficacious in vitro when formulated with
cell-penetrating peptides39 or bioreducible lipids.40 LNP encapsula-
tion has also successfully delivered ASOs in zebrafish.41 However,
few studies have examined ASO-LNP brain delivery in higher verte-
brates. Of note are two studies: the first hijacked GLUT1 to deliver
glucose-coated ASO-LNPs across the BBB42 and the second utilized
neurotransmitter “lipidoids” to enhance brain delivery.43 Although
these studies are promising, additional details are needed to under-
stand how LNPs affect ASO localization, trafficking, and distribution
in the brain.
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We first needed to screen ASO-LNPs for activity. Assessing candidate
formulations in vivo is time and cost intensive. Therefore, toxic and
inactive combinations are commonly identified using screening cas-
cades in immortalized cell lines. While these platforms are useful,
we sought to determine if ASO-LNP potency could be easily assessed
in primary CNS cell cultures. We treated cortical neurons, microglia,
astrocytes, and OPCs with TA2-LNPs and monitored TMEM106b
transcript levels using qRT-PCR. An LNP formulation known to in-
crease siRNA delivery in neurons44 increased ASO activity in all cell
types, confirming that these in vitro models are valuable delivery
screening tools. We also developed and screened LNP formulations,
showing that ASO-LNPs can be efficiently assessed for potency.
Furthermore, since the completion of this study, we developed a
high-throughput screening (HTS) cascade to evaluate ASO-LNP po-
tency across a multitude of formulation parameters and cell culture
systems.45

ASO-LNPs do not downregulate mRNA levels in the brain due to

preferred internalization by cells lining the blood vessels and

ventricles

As ASO-LNPs were active in vitro, we next assessed how LNP encap-
sulation affects ASO potency and distribution in the brain. We
compared free TA2 with two LNP formulations, TA2-GenVoy and
TA2-MC3, after i.c.v. injection in mice. While TA2 was detected in
the brain for all ASO-containing formulations studied, neither
ASO-LNP downregulated mRNA in bulk tissue. We determined
that this was likely due to changes in ASO internalization. Specifically,
gymnosis promoted broad ASO distribution in multiple brain regions
and cell types, whereas LNP delivery stimulated ASO internalization
in ependymal cells, endothelial cells, and pericytes. Single-cell tran-
scriptomic analysis is out of the scope of this study, but we suspect
that TMEM106b mRNA levels are reduced in all cell types that
accumulate ASO. These data revealed that, while free ASO crosses
the CSF-brain barrier, LNPs preferably deliver ASOs to cells exposed
to the CSF, subarachnoid space (SAS), or are involved in CSF-blood
turnover. Interestingly, this differential ASO distribution was stron-
ger in TA2-GenVoy- vs. TA2-MC3-dosed animals, suggesting that
ASO delivery is formulation-dependent. These findings are consistent
with previous work showing that PEGylated, polystyrene LNPs
distribute rapidly through the SAS, but do not penetrate into the brain
after i.t. administration in healthy mice.46 Lack of distribution could
also be due to many factors that regulate particle internalization
including lipid composition,47 particle size,48 and shape.49 Thus,
screening additional ASO-LNP parameters and administration routes
will be necessary to circumvent this issue.

LNP encapsulation cannot mask ASO backbone-mediated

immune activation in vivo

ASOs can induce immune activation in animals.20,21 Thus, we also
investigated whether LNP encapsulation mitigates this toxicity. While
no severe acute toxicity was observed in the hours following dosing,
TA2-GenVoy-treated mice had rapid weight loss after injection.
Furthermore, these mice showed a dramatic upregulation of genes
involved in immune and defense response. These data revealed that
784 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023
LNPs cannot easily mask ASO-mediated immune responses against
foreign RNA or DNA. Thus, screening candidate ASOs for activity
as well as toxicity before formulation or conjugation will remain
essential despite the use of advanced delivery technologies.

In addition to observing microglia activation in the parenchyma,
immuno-EM analysis revealed an infiltration of non-ciliated macro-
phages in TA2-GenVoy-treated animals. These cells were focally
localized near the ventricles and choroid plexus, and contained
large phagosome-like structures filled with nanogold-labeled ASO.
Coupled with our earlier results revealing that TA2-GenVoy induced
microgliosis, these data suggest that this formulation stimulated a pe-
ripheral immune response that subsequently activated microglia
despite TA2 not being internalized in these cells. The presence of
ASO-filled macrophages also aligns with our in vitro results showing
that primary microglia internalize more ASO when it is encapsulated
in LNPs.

Screening strategies for ASO-LNP brain delivery

Our results show that ASO-LNP-exposed cells internalize and traffic
ASOs within the endolysosomal system; however, LNP delivery to the
parenchyma remains a major challenge. To overcome this obstacle,
screening multiple formulations including those modified for
cell-type-specific delivery is necessary. An HTS platform could pro-
vide insights into the formulation parameters required for efficient
ASO-LNP brain delivery, yet also alleviate time- and cost-intensive
strategies.

We suggest a two-pronged approach that utilizes in vitro and in vivo
assays to determine non-toxic, active ASO-LNPs. First, screening
formulations for microglia activation in vitro could eliminate toxic
formulations before injection in animals. Second, using a barcoding
strategy in a reporter mouse model that reads out ASO activity using
fluorescence would allow for simultaneous ASO delivery and activity
monitoring. Over the past decade, both mRNA- and siRNA-LNP
in vivo barcoding approaches have successfully identified active
formulations.50–54 Given that ASO-LNPs have unique formulation
challenges,38 this method would advance the technology quickly as
there are currently no published studies using similar strategies for
ASO delivery.

Taken together, this study provides a framework for understanding
the opportunity in delivering ASOs to the brain using LNPs,
yet also illuminates remaining challenges. Thus, while free ASO deliv-
ery currently remains a superior method for delivering ASOs to the
brain, future ASO-LNP mechanistic and HTS studies could improve
ASO delivery to target cells thereby enhancing the overall benefit/risk
ratio of ASO therapies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Oligonucleotides

ASOs were synthesized following standard phosphoramidite
protocols as described previously.55 ASOs were formulated in
RNase-free PBS. For in vivo studies, ASOs were diluted in PBS to
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the concentrations described before administration. ASOs used in this
study were the following (ID: base sequence, sugar sequence): TA1:
ETGTATTTCAAATETEA, LLLDDDDDDDDDDLLLL; NC1: ECA
AATCTTATAATAAETAELD, LLLDDDDDDDDDDLLDLL; TA2:
EEACACTGTATCTTEA, LLLDDDDDDDDDDDLL. E corresponds
to 5-methyl C in the base sequences and in the sugar sequence L is
LNA and D is DNA. All backbones are phosphorothioate.

Animals

Timed pregnant C57BL/6N mice and pups from Charles River Labo-
ratories (Hollister, CA) were used to prepare primary cultures.
C57BL/6J male mice from Jackson Laboratory (Ball Harbor, ME:
stock no. 000664) between 3 and 6months of age were used for in vivo
i.c.v. dosing experiments. Mice were housed on a regular light/dark
cycle (14:10 h) with ad libitum access to food (LabDiet 5010) and wa-
ter. All injections and tissue collections were conducted during the
light phase. All animal care/handling procedures were reviewed and
approved by Genentech’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
mittee, and were conducted in full compliance with regulatory
statutes, Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee policies,
and National Institutes of Health guidelines.

Intracerebroventricular injections

Injections (i.c.v.) were performed using a freehand method. In brief,
animals were anesthetized with isoflurane, the skull was shaved, and
the skin was cleaned with either antimicrobial betadine and 70%
ethanol, or Chloraprep (260100, BD Biosciences). A skin incision
was made between the occiput and forehead to identify bregma. Injec-
tion coordinates were 1–2 mm to the right of the midline and poste-
rior �0.5 mm from bregma. The needle, fitted with cut polyethylene
tubing so that no more than 3 mm of needle was available, was in-
serted through the skull to a depth of �2.8 mm and 1 min was given
to allow for the brain to seal around the needle. A bolus 5 mL injection
was given at a rate of 1 mL/s, using a 26-gauge 25 mLHamilton syringe.
One min after injection the needle was withdrawn. The incision was
closed with tissue glue and buprenorphine was given for up to 3 days
to reduce any pain caused by the procedure.

Mouse observations post i.c.v. dosing

Acute side effects scoring was performed at 30 min and 1 h post i.c.v.
injection and an average score was calculated. Acute side effects ob-
servations include reduced movement, ataxia, and/or hunched
body. These observations were scored as follows: 0, normal; 1, mild;
2, moderate; 3, severe. An even more severe score of 4 is given if sei-
zures, death, or catatonic behavior is observed with no improvement
after 2 h. Individual body weights were measured pre-i.c.v. injection
as well as at 1 and 2 weeks post injection.

Tissue collection

Mice were anesthetized with 2.5% tribromoethanol (0.5 mL/25 g body
weight) and transcardially perfused with PBS. For the in vivo ASO
distribution and cell sorting study (Figure 1), animals were either
also perfused with 4% PFA and brains were subsequently post-fixed
in 4% PFA overnight before tissue sectioning/staining for IF analysis,
or the cortices were processed for single-cell FACS without additional
PFA perfusion. For the in vivo ASO-LNP delivery study (Figures 4, 5,
and 6), the left hemisphere was drop-fixed in 4% PFA for 48 h and
stored in PBS at 4�C until being sectioned/stained for IHC analysis.
A 2 mm slice through the right hemibrain was collected just anterior
to the injection site and the tissue was immediately placed into
RNALater (Ambion) and stored at 4�C until qRT-PCR/transcrip-
tomic analysis was performed. A second 2 mm slice through the
right hemibrain was collected just posterior to the injection site,
the tissue was weighed, immediately flash frozen in liquid nitrogen,
and stored at �80�C until MOL-PCR analysis was completed. For
the cellular and subcellular ASO distribution study (Figure 6), ani-
mals were also transcardially perfused with 4% PFA supplemented
with 0.1% glutaraldehyde, and brains were stored in PBS at 4�C until
being processed for anti-ASO IHC or immuno-EM analysis. See spe-
cific materials and methods sections, below, for additional tissue pro-
cessing details.

Tissue sectioning, IF staining, and imaging

For hemibrain ASO distribution analysis (Figure 1D), PFA-fixed
brain samples were coronally sectioned at 35 mm thickness. Brain sec-
tions were washed in PBS followed by PBST (0.3%), and blocked in
PBST (0.3%) supplemented with 5% BSA and 5% normal donkey
serum. Primary rat anti-ASO antibody (Roche) was diluted at
1:1,000 in PBST (0.3%) supplemented with 1% BSA and incubated
overnight at 4�C. Sections were washed 3� with PBST (0.3%) and
incubated for 2 h at room temperature (RT) with secondary antibody
(donkey anti-Rat Alexa 488, Thermo Fisher Scientific) 1:1,000.
Sections were washed 3� in PBST (0.3%) and rinsed 3� in PBS.
Sections were then mounted onto slides with 0.1% gelatin in PBS
and allowed to dry/adhere to the slide at RT. Coverslips were applied
using ProLong Gold Antifade Mountant (P36930, Thermo Fisher
Scientific). Imaging was performed at 200� magnification using a
Nanozoomer S60 digital whole-slide scanner. The ideal exposure
was determined based on samples with the brightest intensity and
set for all slides to run as a batch.

For ASO colocalization studies (Figure 1E), brains were paraffined
fixed and coronally sectioned at 10 mm thickness. Sections were
washed in PBS followed by PBST (0.3%), and blocked in PBST
(0.3%) supplemented with 5% BSA and 5% normal donkey serum.
Primary antibodies were diluted in PBST (0.3%) supplemented
with 1% BSA and incubated overnight at 4�C. Antibodies used in
this study included rat anti-ASO (Roche) 1:1,000; rabbit anti-fox3
(ABN51, Millipore Sigma) 1:1,000; and rabbit anti-Iba1 (019–
19741, FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical) 1:1,000. Sections were
washed 3� in PBST (0.3%) and incubated for 2 h at RT with second-
ary antibodies including DAPI and donkey anti-rat Alexa 488 as well
as donkey anti-rabbit Alexa 555 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 1:1,000.
Sections were washed 3� in PBST (0.3%) and rinsed 3� in PBS. Cov-
erslips were applied using ProLong Gold Antifade Mountant
(P36930, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Images were acquired on a Zeiss
LSM 710 confocal microscope with Plan-Apochromat 20�/0.8 M27
objective. All images were processed in the software Fiji.56
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Preparation and fixation of dissociated cell suspensions from

adult mouse brain

Cell suspensions were prepared as described previously.57 In brief,
mice were anesthetized as described above (see tissue collection)
and cortices were dissected on ice, minced, and transferred to an
Eppendorf tube containing Accutase (SCR005, Millipore Sigma).
Cortices were rotated for 20 min at 4�C, centrifuged at 2,000 � g
for 1 min at 4�C, and Hibernate A Low Fluorescence medium
(BrainBits) was added. The tissue was triturated and incubated on
ice for 10 s. The cloudy cell suspension was removed, 70 mm filtered,
and Hibernate A was added. Titration and filtration steps were
repeated 4�. The final cell suspension was separated using a discon-
tinuous Percoll gradient (high density on bottom) centrifuged at
430 � g for 4 min. Cloudy liquid was discarded and the remaining
liquid was centrifuged at 550 � g for 4 min. The cell pellet was
resuspended in Hibernate A and ice-cold 100% ethanol was added
drop-by-drop until a final concentration of 50% ethanol was reached.
The ethanol-fixed cells were incubated on ice for 15 min and
centrifuged at 550 � g for 5 min. The cell pellet was resuspended in
Hibernate A and centrifugation was repeated. The purified cells
were resuspended in Hibernate A and immunostained.

Cell immunostaining, FACS, and RNA isolation

Dissociated cells were immunostained, FACS sorted, and RNA isolated
asdescribedbySrinivasan et al.57 Inbrief, cellswere rotated for 20min at
4�C with DAPI and the following antibodies targeting neurons, astro-
cytes, and microglia, respectively: Alexa 488-conjugated anti-NeuN
(MAB377X, Millipore Sigma) 1:1,000; PE-conjugated anti-GFAP
(561483, BD Biosciences) 1:50; and APC-conjugated anti-CD11b
(561690, BD Biosciences) 1:250. Stained cells were centrifuged at
2,000 � g for 2 min, washed 2�, resuspended in Hibernate A, and
40 mm filtered. Cell sorting was performed on a BD FACSAria Fusion
equippedwith 5 lasers (355, 405, 488, 561, and 638 nm). The instrument
was set upwith a nozzle size of 100mm, a frequency of 32 kHz, and pres-
sure of 20 psi. The "4-Way Purity" mode was used for coincident
discrimination. DAPI+ signal was used as a parental gate to select for
singlet, fixed cell bodies. Further gates were chosen based on isotype
controls. CD11b+ cells were distinct from other cell populations and
gated for microglia. CD11b– cells separated into NeuN+ and NeuN–

clusters, of which neurons were gated from the NeuN+ population. As-
trocytes were gated fromGFAPhigh cells that were also NeuN–. All final
gates were compared across each cell-specific marker described to
assure that final cell populations were pure. Unsorted cells were also
collected for downstream comparison of TMEM106b mRNA levels
(see below). After sorting, cells were centrifuged at 2,600 � g for
7 min (neurons) or 6,600� g for 7 min (astrocytes, microglia, and un-
sorted cells). RNA was extracted from the pellet using the RNeasy Plus
Micro kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (74034,
QIAGEN).

Reverse transcription, preamplification, and Fluidigm qPCR

analysis on sorted brain cells

RNA from sorted cells was reverse transcribed using the High-
Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit according to the manufac-
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turer’s instructions (4368814, Applied Biosystems). For cDNA pre-
amplification, assay probes were pooled and diluted as recommended
by Applied Biosystems. Pooled probes were then combined with
2.5 mL cDNA, 10 mL 2� TaqMan PreAmp Master Mix (1410056,
Applied Biosystems), and 2.5 mL TE buffer. Following enzyme activa-
tion for 10 min at 95�C, 14 cycles of PCR were conducted at 95�C for
15 s and 60�C for 4 min using a Veriti 96-well Fast Thermal Cycler
(Applied Biosystems). Assay probes were obtained from Life
Technologies (TaqMan Gene Expression Assays, Thermo Fisher
Scientific): FAM-MGB mouse TMEM106b (Mm00510952_m1) and
VIC-MGB mouse ActB (Mm00607939_s1).

Fluidigm was performed using 48 � 48 chips with two technical
replicates included per experiment. Sample and assay mixtures were
prepared independently, and were combined at equal volumes before
running the assays. In 10 mL total volume, sample mixtures included
2.5 mL preamplification product from sorted cell samples or 1.5 mL
undiluted reverse transcription product from whole tissue samples,
20� GE Sample Loading Reagent (85000735, Fluidigm), 2� PCR
master mix (58003365-01, Applied Biosystems), and TE buffer. For
assay mixtures, equal volumes of TaqMan assay and 2� Assay
Loading Reagent (85000736, Fluidigm) were combined. Data from
Fluidigm runs were manually assessed for reaction quality before
analysis. Gene expression values were calculated using the compara-
tive delta Ct (–DDCt) method using a housekeeper gene, actin (ActB),
Ct values, and saline-treated Ct values for normalization. The assay
probes used for these studies were the same as for preamplification.

Dissociated primary murine cortical neuron cultures

Mouse embryonic cortical neurons were cultured as described
previously.58 Cortices from day 15 C57BL/6N embryos (E15) were
dissected, stripped of meninges, washed 3� with cold HBSS (Invitro-
gen), and incubated for 10 min at 37�C in HBSS supplemented with
0.25% trypsin (Invitrogen) and DNase I (Roche CustomBiotech).
Tissue was washed 3� with HBSS and triturated in plating medium
containing DNase I (Gibco Neurobasal Medium [Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific], 20% heat-inactivated horse serum [Thermo Fisher Scientific],
25 mM sucrose, and 0.25% Gibco GlutaMAX [Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific]). Dissociated cells were centrifuged at 125 � g for 5 min at 4�C,
resuspended in a plating medium, and plated in poly-L-lysine (PLL)-
coated (Millipore Sigma) plates. The plating medium was replaced
with Neurobasal Medium supplemented with 1% B-27 (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) and 0.25% Gibco GlutaMAX after 24 h. Cells were
maintained at 37�C with 5% CO2 and the medium was renewed using
50% exchange every 3–4 days.

Dissociated primary murine mixed glial cultures (microglia,

OPCs, and astrocytes)

Primary murine mixed glial cells were cultured from day 3 C57BL/6N
pups (P3). Cortices were dissected, the meninges were removed, and
the tissue was washed 3�with cold HBSS (Invitrogen). The tissue was
incubated for 10 min at 37�C in Gibco 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), washed 3� in glial culture medium (DMEM
high glucose supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1%
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penicillin-streptomycin [Thermo Fisher Scientific]), and triturated.
Dissociated cells were filtered (70 mm) and centrifuged at 700 � g
for 5 min at RT. The pellet was resuspended in glial culture medium
and plated in PLL-coated 225 cm2

flasks at a density of 8 cortices/
flask. Cultures were maintained at 37�C with 5% CO2. The flasks
were washed 3� with PBS after 4 days and fresh glial culture medium
was added. Primary mouse microglia, OPCs, and astrocytes were
cultured using differential separation techniques, described below,
after an additional 7 days.

Primary microglia were cultured as described previously with the
following alterations.59,60 Mixed glial cultures containing suspended
microglia were agitated on a rotary shaker at 200 rpm for 1 h at
37�C with 5% CO2. The resulting cell suspension was centrifuged at
700 � g for 5 min at RT. Cells were resuspended in glial culture
medium supplemented with 10 ng/mL mCSF1 (416-ML-050, R&D
Biosystems), counted, and plated in PLL-coated plates (Millipore
Sigma).

OPCs and astrocytes were then separated from the flasks as described
previously with the following alterations.61–64 Flasks were washed 3�
with PBS, fresh glial culture medium was added, and agitation was
initiated on a rotary shaker at 260 rpm for 24 h at 37�C with 5%
CO2. The OPC-containing suspension was filtered through 30 mm
nylon mesh onto untreated Petri dishes and incubated for
30–60 min at 37�C with 5% CO2 with swirling every 15 min. Non-
adherent OPCs were removed from the dishes and the cell suspension
was centrifuged at 700� g for 5min at RT. OPCs were resuspended in
glial cell culture medium, counted, and plated in PLL-coated plates.
After 3 h, the medium was replaced with Neurobasal Medium supple-
mented with 2% B-27 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 25 ng/mL
PDGF AA (14-8989-80, Invitrogen, eBiosciences).

Astrocytes were harvested from the flasks by mild trypsinization
following OPC removal and plating.64 In brief, flasks were washed
3� with PBS. Gibco 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
was diluted 1:5 in DMEM/F12, added to the flasks, and incubated at
37�C with 5% CO2 until the confluent astrocyte layer was detached.
The floating astrocyte layer was collected, excess trypsin was
removed, and fresh 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
was added. Astrocytes were incubated at 37�C with 5% CO2 with
occasional manual agitation to promote cell detachment. Upon
obtaining a single-cell suspension, cells were centrifuged at 700 � g
for 5 min at RT. Astrocytes were resuspended in glial cell culture me-
dium, counted, and plated in PLL-coated plates.

Preparation and characterization of ASO-LNPs

For the in vitro characterization of ASO-LNP uptake and potency
(Figures 2 and 3), TA2-LNPs were prepared using the Neuro9 siRNA
Spark Kit following the manufacturer’s instructions (Precision
NanoSystems). siRNAwas replaced with TA2 (ASO-LNPs) or nucleic
acid storage buffer (empty LNPs) throughout the protocol and nano-
particles were formulated using the Spark NanoAssemblr. Due to
limited volume loss during formulation, total ASO concentration
was calculated using the final dilution factor after microfluidic
mixing.

For ASO-LNP screening and the scale-up of active formulations for
invivo analysis (Figures 4, 5 and6), thematerials usedwere the following.
The lipids 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC), 1,2-dis-
tearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene
glycol)-2000] (DSPE-PEG2000), and 1,2-dimyristoyl-rac-glycero-3-[me-
thoxypolyethylene glycol-2000] (DMG-PEG2000) were purchased from
Avanti Polar Lipids. The ionizable lipids dilinoleylmethyl-4-dimethyla-
minobutyrate (DLin-MC3-DMA, MC3), COATSOME SS-OP, and
GenVoy-ILM were purchased from MedChemExpress, NOF, and
Precision Nanosystems, respectively. Cholesterol was purchased from
Millipore Sigma. All reagents were reagent grade andDNase/RNase free.

A microfluidic approach was used for ASO-LNP preparation as
described previously.65 In brief, the total lipid concentration was set
at 12.5 mM to maintain a nitrogen to phosphate ratio of 2 (tertiary
amine in the ionizable lipid/phosphorothioate in TA2). The ionizable
cationic lipids, DSPC, cholesterol, and PEG-DMG or PEG-DSPE
were dissolved in ethanol at desired ratios and ASO TA2 was dis-
solved in citrate buffer (25 mM [pH 4.0]). The lipids were mixed
with TA2 at a 1:3 volume ratio and a flow rate of 12 mL/min using
a microfluidic laminar mixing device (NanoAssemblr Benchtop, Pre-
cision NanoSystems). The formulated TA2-LNPs were purified using
centrifugal ultrafiltration (MWCO 10 kDa, Amicon, Millipore Sigma)
to remove free ASO and lipids, and were buffer exchanged into
RNase-free PBS. Purified TA2-LNP formulations were analyzed for
mean particle diameters and size distributions (percent polydisper-
sity, %PD) using a DynaPro plate reader III (Wyatt Technology).
The ASO concentration was measured using hydrophilic interaction
liquid chromatography (HILIC). HILIC analysis was performed to
determine the total ASO concentration after dissolving the ASO-
LNPs in 0.75% Triton solution. An ACQUITY UPLC BEH Amide
column (3 � 50 mm, 1.7 mm, 130 Å) obtained from Waters was
used with mobile phases containing 25 mM ammonium acetate (un-
adjusted pH) in acetonitrile/water solvent mixtures. The flow rate was
set to 0.8 mL/min and the column heated at 40�C. The detection
wavelength was set at 260 nm.

Primary cell culture treatments and qRT-PCR gene expression

analysis

Cortical neurons, microglia, and OPCs were plated at 3 � 104 cells/
well and astrocytes were plated at 1 � 104 cells/well in 96-well plates.
For all studies, neurons, microglia, astrocytes, and OPCs were treated
starting at DIV10 (DIV7 for time course), DIV1, DIV7, and DIV1,
respectively. TA2 or TA2-LNPs were added at the described concen-
trations using 50% medium exchange and were incubated for 0–
8 days. For dose-response ASO potency analysis, neurons were
treated with bicuculline (40 mM, Tocris Bioscience), TTX (2 mM, Toc-
ris Bioscience), KCl (10 mM, Millipore Sigma), or L-glutamic acid
(glutamate, 10 mM, Tocris Bioscience) and microglia were treated
with LPS (1�, Invitrogen, eBiosciences) or IL-4/IL-13 (40 ng/mL,
R&D Biosystems) overnight followed by ASO addition during 50%
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medium exchange. For all studies, three internal replicates were aver-
aged and the experiments were completed in triplicate. Additional
treatment details are addressed in the figure legends.

Gene expression was analyzed using the TaqMan Fast Advanced
Cells-to-CTKit (A35378, Thermo Fisher Scientific) following theman-
ufacturer’s instructions. Cells werewashedwith PBS and lysed. Lysis re-
actions were stopped and reverse transcription was performed at 37�C
for 30min followed by a 95�C 5-min inactivation using a Veriti 96-well
Fast Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems). Following enzyme activa-
tion for 20 s at 95�C, 40 cycles of quantitative PCR (qPCR) were con-
ducted at 95�C for 1 s and 60�C for 20 s using either a QuantStudio7
Flex or a ViiA 7 real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). Gene
expression values were calculated using the –DDCt method using a
housekeeper gene (GAPDH) Ct values and control-treated Ct values
for normalization. Assay probes were obtained from Life Technologies
(TaqMman Gene Expression Assays, Thermo Fisher Scientific): FAM-
MGB mouse TMEM106b (Mm00510952_m1) and VIC-MGB mouse
GAPDH (Mm99999915_g1).

IF staining and imaging of primary cell cultures

Cells were plated in 24-well no. 1.5 coverslip plates (MatTek) coated
with PLL (Millipore Sigma) at 1.5� 105 cells/well or 5� 104 cells/well
for neurons, microglia, and OPCs, or astrocytes, respectively. Neu-
rons (DIV10), microglia (DIV1), astrocytes (DIV7), and OPCs
(DIV1) were treated with 5 mM TA2 or 100 nM TA2-LNPs. After
3 days, cells were washed 3� with PBS and fixed using 3% PFA (Elec-
tron Microscopy Sciences) for 20 min at 37�C. Fixed cells were
washed 3�with PBS at RT, permeabilized/blocked for 1 h in PBS sup-
plemented with 0.05% saponin (Millipore Sigma) and 2% BSA
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), and incubated overnight at 4�C with pri-
mary antibodies. Antibodies used in this study included rabbit or rat
anti-ASO (Roche) 1:10,000, mouse anti-MAPT (MAB361, Millipore
Sigma) 1:200, chicken anti-MAP2 (ab5392, Abcam) 1:10,000, mouse
anti-⍺-tubulin (DM1⍺, T6199, Millipore Sigma) 1:1,000, rabbit anti-
Iba1 (019–19741, FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Corporation)
1:500, rabbit anti-GFAP (ab7260, Abcam) 1:5000, rabbit anti-Olig2
(AB9610, Millipore Sigma) 1:500, rabbit anti-EEA1 (PA5-17228,
Thermo Fisher Scientific) 1:100, rat anti-LAMP1 (ab25245, Abcam)
1:500, and rabbit anti-GRASP1 (PA5-34893, Thermo Fisher Scienti-
fic) 1:500. Cells were washed 3� with PBS containing 0.05% saponin
(Millipore Sigma) and 2% BSA (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and sec-
ondary antibodies were added for 1 h at RT. Secondary antibodies
used included donkey anti-rat Alexa 488/555, donkey anti-rabbit
Alexa 488/555/647, donkey anti-chicken Alexa 555, and donkey
anti-mouse Alexa 555/647 (Highly Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Anti-
bodies, Molecular Probes) 1:500. Cells were washed 3�with PBS con-
taining 0.05% saponin (Millipore Sigma) and 2% BSA (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) before storage at 4�C in PBS.

Cells were imaged at RT with an HC PL APO 100� oil/1.49-NA
objective (no. 11506318) on an Sp5 inverted laser scanning confocal
microscope (Leica DMI6000CS) driven by LAS AF X software (Leica).
Images were acquired simultaneously using a combination of photo-
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multiplier tubes and hybrid detectors with photon boosting technol-
ogy. To obtain higher-resolution images for colocalization analysis of
ASOs with EEA1, LAMP1, and GRASP1, an additional 4� magnifi-
cation was applied and z stacks were imaged across randomly chosen
cell bodies.

Colocalization analysis

The mean overlap fraction between ASO and EEA1, LAMP1, or
GRASP1 was calculated using Mander’s coefficients66 and the JACoP
plugin in Fiji.56 A single z stack was used for quantification and
manual thresholding was applied to remove background signal.
Due to the presence of some larger donut-like vesicles in LAMP1 con-
ditions, all ASO signal associated with the membrane or within vesi-
cles was included in the analysis during manual thresholding. For
each condition, 10 or more images were analyzed and the experiment
was completed on two independent cell cultures. Mander’s coefficient
varies from zero to one, with zero representing no overlap and one
representing complete colocalization. All images were taken using
identical microscope settings.

Confocal image deconvolution was completed using Huygens Profes-
sional v.21.10 (Scientific Volume Imaging, the Netherlands, http://svi.
nl). Deconvolved images were imported into Imaris v.9.9 (Oxford In-
struments). The Surfaces tool was used to mask lysosomes stained
with LAMP1 and this mask was copied into a new channel. Images
are single Z planes selected from the 3D image stack showing the
new LAMP1 channel and the original ASO channel (green).

Cytokine and chemokine release assays

Microglia were plated at 3� 104 cells/well in 96-well plates. At DIV1,
cells were treated during 50% medium exchange, and incubated at
37�C with 5% CO2. After 1 or 3 days, the supernatant was removed
and stored at �80�C until cytokine/chemokine release assays were
performed. Microglia were treated with non-targeting ASO NC1 or
TMEM106b-targeting ASO TA2 at 100 nM, 5 mM, or 10 mM final
ASO concentration. For TA2-LNP studies, microglia were treated
with 20 or 100 nM final ASO concentration, as determined and
described previously. Control unloaded LNPs were added at the
same final volume as their respective ASO-loaded counterparts. Three
internal replicates were collected and the experiment was completed
in triplicate.

Collected supernatants were analyzed for the concentration of IL-1ɑ,
IL-3, IL-4, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, G-CSF, IL-12 (p40), IL-12 (p70), MIP-1ɑ,
MIP-1b, RANTES, Eotaxin, TNF-ɑ, KC, MCP-1, and INF-g using
Bio-Plex Pro reagents (Bio-Rad Laboratories) according to the man-
ufacturer’s recommended protocol. Serial dilutions of reconstituted
standards were made to increase the number of data points from 7
to 10 while maintaining original dynamic range. Fluorescence inten-
sity was measured by xPONENT software v.4.2 on FlexMap 3D in-
struments (Luminex). Bio-Plex Manager v.6.2 (Bio-Rad Laboratories)
was used to construct standard curves for each analyte on each plate
using the median FI of at least 35 beads done in duplicate. A four-
or five-point regression analysis was used to calculate best fit and
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cytokine levels. Measurements on internal replicates were averaged
and three experimental replicates are plotted as mean ± SEM.

Cryo-EM imaging of ASO-LNPs

An undiluted 3 mL drop of sample was deposited onto a lacey carbon
copper EM grid (L300CU100, Electron Microscopy Sciences). Vitrifi-
cation was performed using a Vitrobot Mark IV (Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific). With the inner chamber set to 100% humidity and 4�C,
excess liquid was wicked away from the EM grid by blotting for 4 s
on both sides before plunging into liquid ethane.

Grids were then transferred into a Glacios electron microscope
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) for image acquisition. Images were taken
using a K2 Summit camera (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) with instrument
settings at spot size 4, condenser aperture at 50 mm, and objective
aperture at 100 mm. Images at various magnifications were collected
as 15 s movies at 0.25 frames/s. Movies were then motion corrected
and aligned within the Digital Micrograph software (Gatan).

Tissue sectioning, IHC, imaging, and analysis

Left hemispheres from the ASO-LNP delivery study were transferred
from 4% PFA to PBS after 48 h of fixation, and sent to NeuroScience
Associates (NSA) for sectioning/staining. Tissues were embedded
into a gelatin matrix using MultiBrain Technology (NSA) and
sectioned coronally at a thickness of 30 mm. Every 12th section,
equally spaced at 360 mm intervals, was used for staining. IHC stain-
ing was performed using rabbit anti-Iba1 (ab178846, Abcam)
1:100,000 and rat anti-CD68 (mca1957b, AbD Serotec) 1:400. Bind-
ing was detected with biotin-conjugated secondary antibodies, fol-
lowed by avidin-biotin-horseradish peroxidase complex as recom-
mended by the manufacturer (VECTASTAIN Elite ABC, Vector,
Burlingame, CA). Sections were then treated with chromogen:diami-
nobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB) and hydrogen peroxide to
create a visible reaction product. The Iba1 chromogen also included
nickel (II) sulfate and the CD68-stained sections were counterstained
with Nissl (0.05% thionine/0.08 M acetate buffer [pH 4.5]) to detect
cell bodies.

For anti-ASO IHC, 4 mm paraffin sections were deparaffinized and
pre-treated with Target Retrieval Solution (pH 6.0) (Dako, Agilent)
before staining on the Dako Universal Autostainer (Agilent). Rabbit
polyclonal antibody JW138-442 (Genentech) was diluted at
0.5 mg/mL in 3% BSA in PBS and incubated for 1 h at RT. For detec-
tion, PowerVision anti-rabbit-AP polymer (PV-6133, Leica) was fol-
lowed by the Permanent Red Kit (PRD500, ScyTek Laboratories).
Sections were dehydrated overnight, counterstained briefly with he-
matoxylin, washed with PBS, coverslips were added, and slides were
stored until imaging was performed.

Whole-slide imaging of stained brain sections was performed on the
TissueScope LE120 (HuronDigital Pathology, ON, Canada) slide scan-
ner in 20�modewith a resolution of 0.40mm/pixel. Image analysis was
performed blinded on a high-performance computing cluster using
MATLAB v.9.9 (The MathWorks) with the image processing, com-
puter vision, and deep learning toolboxes. A trained DeepLabv3+ con-
volutional neural network was used to segment tissue from the back-
ground. Analysis of positive stain area was performed using color
thresholds and morphological operations as described previously.67,68

Integrated optical density measurements were calculated by converting
to grayscale intensity and applying Beer-Lambert law. The positive
stain area and integrated OD was normalized to the tissue section
area and averaged for nine sections/animal. All analyzed images and
data were reviewed by a board-certified pathologist.

RNA extraction from brain and qPCR analysis

Tissues from the ASO-LNP delivery study were transferred from
RNALater to RLT Buffer (QIAGEN) lysis reagent and lysed using a
TissueLyser (QIAGEN). RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Mini
QIAcube Kit (74116, QIAGEN) with a QIACUBE workstation.
RNA concentrations were determined using a NanoDrop and each
sample was diluted with water to yield 2 ng/mL solutions. RNA was
heat denatured at 90�C for 40 s and qPCR was performed on an
Applied Biosystems ViiA7 thermal cycler using qScript TM XLT
One-Step qRT-PCR ToughMix Low ROX (95134-02K, QuantaBio).
Gene expression values were calculated using the –DDCt method us-
ing a housekeeper gene, GAPDH, Ct values, and saline-treated Ct

values for normalization. Assay probes were obtained from Thermo
Fisher Scientific: FAM-MGB TMEM106b (4351368) and VIC-MGB
GAPDH (4352339E).

Transcriptomic analysis of bulk brain tissue

Purification of total RNA used for qPCR and RNA sequencing (RNA-
seq) analyses were completed as described above (RNA extraction
from brain and qPCR analysis). RNA concentration and purity was
determined using a NanoDrop, and purified RNA was stored at
�80�C. RNA (1,000 ng) per sample was used to prepare RNA-seq
libraries.

Transcriptomic data were analyzed with the GSNAP aligner,69

HTSeqGenie,70 and voom-limma,71 as described previously.72 GO
enrichment testing was performed using GOfuncR73,74 and redun-
dant terms were reduced based on semantic similarity through
rrvgo.75 REACTOME pathway76,77 testing was performed using
CAMERA,78 which identified the OAS antiviral response and traf-
ficking/processing of endosomal TLR pathways. The remaining
gene sets were manually curated.72 Gene set scores were calculated
by taking the average expression values of all genes in a set, which
were first log-transformed and stabilized as log2(CPM).

MOL-PCR

For in vitro neuron and microglia ASO vs. ASO-LNP uptake analysis
(Figure 4), cells were plated at 3� 105 cells/well in 12-well plates. On
DIV7 (neurons) or DIV1 (microglia), cells were treated with a final
concentration of 100 nM TA2 or TA2-LNPs, and allowed to incubate
at 37�Cwith 5% CO2. After 24 h, supernatant was removed, cells were
washed 4�with PBS, lysed using RIPA buffer (150 mL, Thermo Fisher
Scientific), and the cell lysates were stored at �80�C until analysis
was performed. Right brain tissue was used to determine in vivo
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ASO uptake after gymnosis and LNP delivery (Figure 6) (see "tissue
collection" section in materials and methods above for additional de-
tails on brain extraction and storage). A 3 mm stainless steel bead and
RIPA (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were added to the tissue, which was
then lysed using a TissueLyser II (QIAGEN) at 30 Hz for 3 min. After
lysis, samples were incubated on ice for 20 min and subsequently
centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 20 min at 4�C. The supernatant was
removed and stored at �80�C until analysis was performed.

MOL-PCR utilizes a synthetic DNA ligation probe to bind and quan-
tify ASO concentration in samples using a standard curve. The liga-
tion probe has a self-complementary region that creates a loop struc-
ture with a 50 base overhang of its 30 end. This overhang anneals to the
30 end of the target ASO using a 50 phosphate. The target ASO analyte
is then ligated to the probe using T4 DNA ligase, which is amplified
using qPCR. The ligation probe sequence used was 5’-/5Phos/
GCCACCATTAATGCCTCATAGTACACAACTCGCTAGTCGGT
GGCTGAAGA/3AmMO/-30 and the primer sequences used were
50-CGCCACACTGTATCTTC-30 and 50-CGAGTTGTGTACTATG
AGGC-30 (Integrated DNA Technologies). Standard curve samples
were prepared in either untreated cell or brain lysate using 5-fold di-
lutions of a 50 nM ASO stock for a total of 11 points and a blank. The
standard curve and experimental samples were then diluted 10� in
RIPA buffer and heated to 75�C for 10 min. Then, 4 mL of sample
was added to 4 mL ligation probe (100 nM stock, diluted in water)
and incubated on ice, and 2 mL DNA ligase buffer, 6 mL PEG solution,
3.75 mL water, and 0.25 mL T4 DNA Ligase (30 U/mL, EL0013;
Thermo Fisher Scientific) were added. Samples were mixed well
and ligation was performed at 16�C for 40 min followed by ligase
inactivation at 75�C for 5 min. The ligation product was diluted
100� in water before PCR amplification using the primers above
(100 nM final concentration) in a standard SYBR-based qPCR reac-
tion (Perfecta SYBR Green SuperMixes Low ROX, 95056-02K,
VWR) with 40 cycles of 95�C for 15 s, 56�C for 30 s, and 58�C for
40 s, followed by generation of a melting curve. From the resulting
standard curve, the background and assay window were determined
and the concentration of target ASO analyte was analyzed using linear
regression.

Tissue processing and image acquisition for immuno-EM

Mouse brains were fixed by perfusion fixation in 4% PFA supple-
mented with 0.1% glutaraldehyde buffered with 0.1 M cacodylate
buffer. Brain slices (1 mm thick) were infiltrated with 50% dimethyl
sulfoxide for freeze protection, then frozen in liquid nitrogen and
freeze-substituted in dry acetone supplemented with 0.01% uranyl ac-
etate and 0.5% glutaraldehyde for 72 h at �78�C (on dry ice). The
freeze-substituted tissues were then warmed up to RT, washed in
dimethylformamide, and embedded in LR White resin (Electron
Microscopy Sciences).

Semithin sections (500 nm thickness) were cut with the UMC ultra-
microtome (Leica) using a DIATOME diamond knife for histology
(Electron Microscopy Sciences). Sections were transferred to car-
bon-coated histology glass slides and dried on a warm plate. Labeling
790 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023
was performed with a rabbit polyclonal antibody JW138-442 (Genen-
tech), a secondary (donkey) anti-rabbit-biotinylated antibody (Jack-
son ImmunoResearch), followed by streptavidin-conjugated to
20 nm colloidal gold particles (Abcam). The primary antibody was
omitted for a negative labeling control. Finally, sections were stained
with 2% aqueous uranyl acetate for 15 min and 0.1% Reynold’s lead
citrate for 1 min to enhance contrast. Sections were thoroughly rinsed
with ultrapure water and dried on a heat plate before being trans-
ferred to the SEM.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using a Zeiss
Gemini SEM 300 equipped with a field emission gun (Carl Zeiss
AG). For operation of the GeminiSEM 300 microscope the applica-
tion software SmartSEM (v.6.01) was used (Carl Zeiss AG). Imaging
was carried out using a backscatter electron detector (BSD1) at
8.5 mmworking distance, 60 mm aperture, 5 keV acceleration voltage,
and with operation of the field emission gun in "high current" mode.
For the majority of images, a scan speed of "4,00 noise reduction by 5�
line averaging, and an image size of at least 4,096 � 3,072 (4k � 3k)
pixels was chosen. For imaging of ultrastructural detail, pixel sizes be-
tween 2 and 5 nm were used. The greyscale of the images was inverted
to achieve “TEM-like” representations.

Statistical analysis

Data plotting and statistical analyses were performed using Prism
9.2.0 (GraphPad Software). Results are presented as mean ± SEM
and all experiments were completed in triplicate unless otherwise
noted. For in vitro dose-response curves, data were analyzed using
log (inhibitor concentration) vs. response, variable slope (four param-
eters) equations. Data involving multiple comparisons with saline or
ASO treatment were analyzed using one-way ANOVA coupled with a
multiple comparisons Dunnett’s test. All other data were analyzed us-
ing either unpaired two-tailed Student’s t tests or unpaired two-tailed
Mann-Whitney tests, which are denoted in the figure legends. Unless
otherwise noted, statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05.
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